
I Intro. (Apr. 23, 2006) 

 Here we have a rather in depth description 

of the city of the new Jerusalem coming down 

from heaven. The extent of the section suggests 

that we see this as a rather important matter for us. 

It is therefore a good investment of our time to 

study it. 

 An angel invited John to see the city, 

which he did, “the bride, the wife of the Lamb” 

(Rev. 21:9-10). It was such a magnificent thing 

that it was essentially a reflection of the essence of 

God. This was seen in connection with Israel 

(21:11-13). It was also seen in connection with the 

apostles (21:14). 

 

II The New Jerusalem (Part I) (Rev. 21:9-14) 

 A. John was invited and taken to observe it 

(21:9-10). 

  1. (vs. 9) A familiar angel extended 

to invitation: “And one of the seven angels who 

had the seven bowls full of the seven last plagues, 

came and spoke with me, saying, ‘Come here, I 

shall show you the bride, the wife of the Lamb’” 

(Kai; h\lqen [“come…lit…of pers…Single forms 
of e[. are used w. other verbs to denote that a 
person, in order to do someth., must first come to a 

certain place: in 

parataxis”
1
] ei|" ejk tw'n eJpta; [“seven in dating 

an event…As a sacred 

number…angels”
2
] ajggevlwn [“messenger…of 

supernatural powers…angels as messengers of 

God…Seven principal angels”
3
; WP sees “the 

same angel”
4
 speaking all the way through 

22:6.] tw'n ejcovntwn ta;" eJpta; fiavla" [“Eng., 
phial, denotes a bowl”

5
] tw'n gemovntwn [“to be 

full, to be heavily laden with…of Divine 

judgments”
6
] tw'n eJpta; [“seven in dating an 

event…As a sacred 

number…plagues”
7
] plhgw'n [“fig. blow in the 

sense ‘a blow of fate’, etc…plague, misfortune”
8
; 

“a stripe, wound {akin to pleµssoµ, to smite}, is used 
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metaphorically of a calamity, a 

plague”
9
] tw'n ejscavtwn [“‘Seven plagues the 

last.’ As in 21:9, ‘the final cycle of such 

visitations’ {Swete}.”
10
; “last…of time least, last, 

coming last or the last of someth. that is left…w. 

ref. to a situation in which there is nothing to 

follow the e[”11] kai; ejlavlhsen [“of 
pers…speak…The pers. to whom or with whom 

one is speaking is mentioned in various ways…by 

metav and the gen.”12; “to speak, say, is always 
translated to speak in the R.V., where the A.V. 

renders it by to 

talk”
13
] met! ejmou' levgwn deu'ro [“adv…of place, 

funct. as interjection over here, {come} here, 

come! w. impv. foll.”
14
; “adv…of place come, 

come here w. imper. 

foll…come!”
15
] deivxw [“show…point out, show, 

make known tiniv ti or tina someth. or someone 
to someone…lit…Of apocalyptic visions”

16
; 

“Hortatory Subjunctive {a.k.a. Volitive}…Come, 

let me show you the bride, the wife of the 

Lamb…It is possible that deivxw is future 
indicative {as the RSV, NRSV, NIV take it}, in 

which case the translation would be ‘Come, I will 

show you …’”
17
] soi th;n nuvmfhn [“In the 

Synoptists, of course, the wedding days are at first 

the days of Jesus’ earthly life, but in Revelation 

the consummation is the wedding {19:7ff.; 21:2, 

9; 22:17} and the bride is the heavenly Jerusalem 

{cf. 21:2 and Is. 61:10}. Final fulfilment is 

depicted here in what is said about the Lamb and 

his bride. ”
18
] th;n gunai'ka [“woman…From the 

context the mng. bride may be poss.”
19
; “By 

Semitic law a fiancée is already called 

gyneµ�”20] tou' ajrnivou [“sheep, lamb; in Rv a 
designation of Christ”

21
; “in the singular, in the 
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Apocalypse, some 28 times, of Christ as the Lamb 

of God, the symbolism having reference to His 

character and His vicarious Sacrifice, as the basis 

both of redemption and of Divine vengeance…the 

Head of His spiritual Bride”
22
]). 

We had the exact expression, “And one of 

the seven angels who had the seven bowls,” in 

Rev. 17:1. On that verse, we said the following: 

John tells us, “And one of the seven 

angels who had the seven bowls came” to 

him. Now these are the same seven angels 

who were introduced in 15:1, but who did 

not begin their work until 16:1, when the 

divine voice said, “Go and pour out the 

seven bowls of the wrath of God into the 

earth.” Now they have finished that work 

with the final expression of God’s wrath 

being poured forth by the seventh angel 

upon the air in 16:17, but that does not 

mean that they are now left with nothing to 

do. God still has a place for them to serve, 

as is the case in 21:9 as well, “And one of 

the seven angels who had the seven bowls 

full of the seven last plagues, came and 

spoke with me, saying, ‘Come here, I shall 

show you the bride, the wife of the 

Lamb.’” “There is similarity between this 

angel’s invitation to John and the one in 

21:9. This is the first of many clues that the 

New Jerusalem (21:9-22:5) is the divine 

counterpart of humanistic Babylon.”
23
 We 

do not know which ones of the seven 

angels these are. Clearly angels have much 

to do with judgment during the tribulation 

period, but their primary focus in the 

church age, our age, is to, “render service 

for the sake of those who will inherit 

salvation” (Hb. 1:14). Of course, angels 

also serve believers in the tribulation 

period, just as this one served John. 

 We must remember that with the 

last “seven angels who had the seven bowls full of 

the seven last plagues,” the wrath of God is 

complete, as it was plainly stated to be in Rev. 

15:1b, namely, that they, “are the last, because in 

them the wrath of God is finished.” Not only does 
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that mean that the wrath of God finds no 

expression in eternity, but it also means that angels 

of judgment will be reassigned to do other things. 

Thus this angel, which one of the seven is not 

known, nor does it matter, has the wonderful 

commission to speak “with” John, and invite him 

to “Come (deu'ro),” an interjection meaning 
something like, “over here!”

24
 The angel added, “I 

shall show you the bride, the wife of the Lamb.” 

The one of the seven angels who spoke in 17:1 

was going to show John, “the judgment of the 

great harlot,” that is the judgment of the evil city 

of Babylon of spiritual and literal harlotry and/or 

prostitution. “Thus the numfh…(Bride) is placed 
in sharp contrast with the pornh…(Harlot).”25 
That the city is called, “the wife of the Lamb,” 

“may mean that the city is the residence of the 

bride.”
26
 This is consistent with what we said on 

vs. two that, “It does seem likely that it is this city 

to which Christ had reference in Jn. 14:2, ‘In My 

Father’s house are many dwelling places; if it were 

not so, I would have told you; for I go to prepare a 

place for you.’” So in a sense, the reference to the 

city as to a “wife,” may simply mean that this 

name stands for its inhabitants, namely, the church 

glorified. “The fact that the names of the tribes of 

Israel are on the gates indicates that redeemed 

Israel will have access to the city, even if they are 

not part of the church itself. The distinction 

between the church (the Bride, the Lamb’s Wife, 

v. 9), Israel (v. 12), and the Gentile nations (v. 24) 

is maintained throughout.”
27
 The husband wife 

relationship is a picture of the intimacy that 

believers as the wife will enjoy forever in 

relationship with the Husband, or the Bridegroom, 

namely Christ. This is not an actual marriage, but 

marriage pictures the relationship that will then be 

in place. 

We need to remember that the term, 

“Lamb,” is simply a reference to Christ crucified, 

that is, to Him in His role as suffering Servant, but 

who also is obviously raised from the dead to live 

forever. 
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  2. (vs. 10) John saw repeated what 

was described already in Rev. 21:2: “And he 

carried me away in the Spirit to a great and high 

mountain, and showed me the holy city, 

Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God” 

(kai; ajphvnegken [“to bear away, prophetic aorist. 
This verb is used of angels at death…or in an 

ecstasy”
28
; “act…carry away, take 

away…someone or someth. to a place…Of being 

transported in or by the spirit”
29
] me ejn [“prep. w. 

dat…The uses of this prep. are so many-sided, and 

oft. so easily confused, that a strictly systematic 

treatment is impossible. It must suffice to list the 

main categories, which will help in establishing 

the usage in individual cases…of place…to 

indicate a very close connection…esp. in Paul. or 

Joh. usage, to designate a close personal 

relation…The use of ejn pneuvmati as a formulaic 
expression is sim…The expr. ejn pn. ei\nai is also 
used to express the idea that someone is under the 

special infl. of the spirit”
30
; “This is a more 

difficult use. The spatial sense is basic, but other 

senses, e.g., the instrumental, exert an 

influence…that we are in the Spirit…is based on 

the spatial sense but approximates to the idea of a 

state”
31
] pneuvmati [WP says on 17:3, “Probably 

his own spirit, though the Holy Spirit is 

possible”
32
; “the spirit as that which differentiates 

God fr. everything that is not God, as the divine 

power that produces all divine existence, as the 

divine element in which all divine life is carried 

on, as the bearer of every application of the divine 

will. All those who belong to God possess or 

receive this spirit and hence have a share in his 

life. This spirit also serves to distinguish the 

Christians fr. all unbelievers…The Divine Spirit 

reveals his presence in the persons whom he fills, 

in various ways…One special type of spiritual gift 

is represented by ecstatic speaking. Of those who 

‘speak in tongues’ that no earthly person can 

understand, and do so under the influence of the 

Pneuma…Of the state of mind of the seer of the 
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Apocalypse”
33
; “primarily denotes the wind {akin 

to pneoµ, to breathe, blow}; also breath; then, 
especially the spirit, which, like the wind, is 

invisible, immaterial and powerful. The N.T. uses 

of the word may be analysed approximately as 

follows…a vision”
34
; “The pneuŒma gives visions 

and leads off into wonderful regions {17:3; 

21:10}.”
35
] ejpi; o[ro" [“mountain, hill…Jesus is 

taken away by the Holy Spirit…likew. the 

author”
36
; “looking out from a high mountain 

symbolizes the surveying of eschatological events 

in the Spirit.”
37
] mevga kai; uJyhlovn [“high, lofty, 

is used…naturally, of 

mountains”
38
] kai; e[deixen [“In Rev. 1:1ff. the 

words of the prophecy represent a revelation of 

Jesus Christ; God gave him this revelation to show 

future things to his servants by the mediation of 

the author, who saw and bears witness to it. Hence 

deéŒknymi here signifies…a fusion of intimation 
and symbolism. Seeing {v. 2} is the response to 

the showing”
39
] moi th;n povlin [“of the heavenly 

city, the New Jerusalem…Esp. in 

Rv”
40
] th;n aJgivan [“adj…of things…in the cultic 

sense dedicated to God, holy, sacred, i. e., 

reserved for God and his service: aJ. povli" of 
Jerusalem…of the heavenly 

Jerusalem”
41
]  jIerousalh;m [“indecl…Jerusalem

…In fig. and eschatol. usage…also hJ aJgiva”42; 
“The historical Jerusalem will be destroyed {Mk. 

13:2}, so that hope centers on the heavenly and 

purified Jerusalem that will come to the new earth 

with the consummation {Rev. 

21:10}.”
43
] katabaivnousan [“come down, go 

down, climb down…lit…of things etc…Of the 

New Jerusalem”
44
; “to go down {kata, down, 

bainoµ, to go}, used for various kinds of motion on 
the ground {e.g., going, walking, stepping}, is 
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usually translated to descend. The R.V. uses the 

verb to come down, for A.V., descend”
45
; 

“Eschatological events {cf. the parousia in 1 Th. 

4:16 and the new Jerusalem in Rev. 3:12; 21:2, 

10} start in heaven and come 

down.”
46
] ejk tou' oujranou' [“as the abode of the 

divine…The Christian dead also dwell in 

heaven…the New Jerusalem…will come down to 

earth”
47
; “As God’s throne and the place from 

which Christ comes and to which he returns, 

heaven is a focus for present and future blessings 

in the new aeon, e.g., citizenship {Phil. 3:20}, 

dwelling {2 Cor. 5:1}, inheritance {1 Pet. 1:4}, 

reward {Mt. 5:12}, and treasure {6:20}. Being in 

heaven, these blessings are with God or Christ, 

with whom believers already are, although 

incomprehensibly. The new Jerusalem is also 

present in heaven in the same reality and 

concealment”
48
] ajpo; tou' qeou'). 

 No doubt happily, John agreed to go. So 

the angel “carried” him “away in the Spirit 

(ejn pneuvmati),” literally, “in spirit,” which could 
either be “his own spirit”

49
 or the Holy Spirit. 

Likely the Holy Spirit is involved. Constable 

called it, “a fresh state of prophetic ecstasy”
50
 that 

corresponds to previous similar experiences in 

Rev. 1:10a, “I was in the Spirit on the Lord’s day”; 

4:1, “After these things I looked, and behold, a 

door standing open in heaven, and the first voice 

which I had heard, like the sound of a trumpet 

speaking with me, said, ‘Come up here, and I will 

show you what must take place after these 

things’”; and 17:3, “And he carried me away in the 

Spirit into a wilderness; and I saw a woman sitting 

on a scarlet beast, full of blasphemous names, 

having seven heads and ten horns,” which is a very 

close parallel to this section as one might expect 

since apparently John is comparing Babylon with 

the New Jerusalem as extreme opposites. As we 

said on Rev. 1:10, “The Holy Spirit began to 

uniquely control John to such as extent that he in 

his own spirit was projected forward,” or here 

upward, “and was able to see things not actually 
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happening in his experience.” All of this took 

place through the direct agency of the angel who 

himself bore John “away…to a great (mevga) and 
high (uJyhlovn) mountain,” which is unnamed, but 
apparently is somewhere literally on earth and not 

figurative as Swete who says that it, “points to no 

particular height, but rather symbolizes the 

elevation of spirit…necessary for one who would 

see the heavenly vision,”
51
 offering an excellent 

vantage point to observe what is about to unfold. 

 So the angel “showed (e[deixen)” the 
apostle, “the holy city, Jerusalem, coming down 

out of heaven from God,” again just as we saw in 

21:2, about which we said, that it is, a city 

“dedicated to God…reserved for God and his 

service,”
52
…If the old Jerusalem was called 

‘holy,’ (Mt. 4:5; 27:53), how much more the new 

Jerusalem deserves that title. Besides the spiritual 

condition of the old city had deteriorated to the 

point of being compared with Sodom in Rev. 11:8. 

Nevertheless, Jesus rules there for the entire span 

of the millennium.” The vision of the city shows 

us the incomparable things to come for the people 

of God and for the Lamb who prepared for them 

by His grace. 

 B. The new Jerusalem in connection with 

Israel (21:11-13) 

  1. (vs. 11) Now we begin to see 

described some of the features of the new 

Jerusalem: “having the glory of God. Her 

brilliance was like a very costly stone, as a stone 

of crystal-clear jasper” 

(e[cousan th;n dovxan [“brightness, splendor, 

radiance…lit…Esp. God himself”
53
; “glory {from 

dokeoµ, to seem}, primarily signifies an opinion, 
estimate, and hence, the honour resulting from a 

good opinion. It is used…of the state of 

blessedness into which believers are to enter 

hereafter through being brought into the likeness 

of Christ”
54
] tou' qeou' oJ fwsth;r [“the state of 

brightness or shining - ‘brightness, shining, 

radiance.’…‘its radiance is like a most valuable 

stone’”
55
; “splendor, radiance”

56
; “denotes a 
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luminary, light, or light–giver; it is used 

figuratively of believers, as shining in the spiritual 

darkness of the world, Phil. 2:15; in Rev. 21:11 it 

is used of Christ as the Light reflected in and 

shining through the Heavenly 

City”
57
] aujth'" o{moio" [“of the same nature, like, 

similar…w. dat. of the pers. or thing compared 

{this is the rule Hom.+}”
58
; “like, resembling, 

such as, the same as, is used…of ability, condition, 

nature…‘such like,’ lit., ‘and the {things} similar 

to these’”
59
] livqw/ [“Associative instrumental case 

after oJmoio"”60; “is used…figuratively, of Christ, 
Rev. 4:3; 21:11, where ‘light’ stands for ‘Light–

giver’ {phoµsteµr}.”61] timiwtavtw/ [“is the elative 
superlative.”

62
; “valuable, precious…of 

things…costly, precious livqo"…Superl.”63; 
“Superlative for Elative”

64
; “from timeµ, honour, 

price, signifies…primarily, accounted as of great 

price, precious, costly…and in the superlative 

degree”
65
] wJ" [“used as a relative adverb of 

manner, means as, like as, etc. and is translated 

‘like,’ e.g…Rev. 2:18…18:21, R.V., ‘as it were’ 

{A.V., ‘like’}; 21:11, 2nd part 

{ditto}.”
66
] livqw/ [“stone…lit…of precious stones, 

jewels…Mostly in the combination 

livqo" tivmio" {timiwvtato"} and mentioned 

beside gold, silver, or even pearls”
67
; “jasper, a 

precious stone found in various colors, mostly 

reddish, somet. green…brown, blue, yellow, and 

white. In antiquity the name was not limited to the 

variety of quartz now called jasper, but could 

designate any opaque precious stone…a stone of 

crystal-clear jasper”
68
] ijavspidi [“a Phoenician 

word…seems to have denoted a translucent stone 

of various colours, especially that of 

fire”
69
] krustallivzonti [“‘of crystalline 
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67Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

68Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 
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brightness and transparency’ {Thayer}, 

‘transparent and gleaming as rock-crystal’ 

{Moffatt}.”
70
; “to shine in the same way that 

crystal shines - ‘to shine like crystal, to shine 

brightly.’…‘like a jasper shining clear as 

crystal’”
71
; “{hapax legomenon} shine like crystal, 

be as transparent as crystal of jasper”
72
; “to be of 

crystalline brightness and transparency, to shine 

like crystal, is found in Rev. 21:11, where it is said 

of Christ as the ‘Light–giver’ {phoster} of the 
Heavenly City {not phoµs, light, R.V. and A.V.}. 
Possibly there the verb has a transitive force, to 

transform into crystal splendour, as of the effect of 

Christ upon His saints.”
73
; “to shine like crystal, to 

be of crystalline brightness, or transparency, is 

found in Rev. 21:11, ‘clear as crystal.’ The verb 

may, however, have a transitive force, signifying 

to crystallize or cause to become like crystal. In 

that case it would speak of Christ {since He is the 

‘Lightgiver,’ see the preceding part of the verse}, 

as the One who causes the saints to shine in His 

own likeness.”
74
]). 

 What is the chief characteristic of this holy 

city, Jerusalem, “lit. city of peace”
75
? John 

observed it as “having the glory of God.” 

Consistent with the descriptions of the city which 

follow, “glory (dovxan)” means, “brightness, 
splendor, radiance…lit…Esp. God himself.”

76
 

The city seems to be alive and gleaming, exuding 

the very character of the essence of God. We 

should not be surprised then to learn that the next 

description is that of “her,” the city’s, “brilliance 

(fwsth;r),” probably referring to “the state of 
brightness or shining,”

77
 rather than to the city as a 

“light-giving body”
78
 in and of itself. It reflects 

divine glory. This “brilliance was like a very costly 

(timiwtavtw/) stone, as a stone of crystal-clear 
(krustallivzonti ‘Hapax legomenon,’”79 perhaps 
coined by John just for this description.) jasper 
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(ijavspidi),”80 a precious stone found in various 
colors, mostly reddish, somet. green…brown, 

blue, yellow, and white. In antiquity the name was 

not limited to the variety of quartz now called 

jasper, but could designate any opaque precious 

stone.”
81
 Walvoord says with precision, “The 

overall impression of the city as a gigantic brilliant 

jewel compared to jasper, clear as crystal indicates 

its great beauty. John was trying to describe what 

he saw and to relate it to what might be familiar to 

his readers. However, it is evident that his 

revelation transcends anything that can be 

experienced…Today one might describe that city 

as a beautifully cut diamond, a stone not known as 

a jewel in the first century.”
82
 

  2. (vs. 12) John got to describe the 

exterior walls of the city: “It had a great and high 

wall, with twelve gates, and at the gates twelve 

angels; and names were written on them, which 

are those of the twelve tribes of the sons of Israel” 

(e[cousa tei'co" [“wall, esp. city wall”83; “a wall, 
especially one around a town, is 

used…figuratively, of the wall of the Heavenly 

city”
84
] mevga kai; uJyhlovn [“high, lofty, is 

used…naturally, of mountains…of a wall”
85
; WP 

says on vs. 17, “That would be 216 feet high {cf. 

verse 12}, not enormous in comparison with the 

7,000,000 feet {1500 miles} height of the 

city.”
86
] e[cousa pulw'na" [“an old word {from 

pulh…gate} for a large gate as in Luke 16:20 and 
six times in Rev. for the gate tower of a city 

wall”
87
; “gate, esp. of the large gate at the entrance 

of temples and palaces…Of the gates of the 

heavenly Jerusalem”
88
; “primarily signifies a 

porch or vestibule…then, the gateway or gate 

tower of a walled town”
89
] dwvdeka [“in various 

details relating to the Heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. 

21:12-21; 22:2. The number in general is regarded 

as suggestive of Divine 
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Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 
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administration.”
90
] kai; ejpi; [“with the dative…of 

place…lit…of immediate proximity at, near, 

by”
91
] toi'" pulw'sin ajggevlou" dwvdeka kai; ojnovm

ata ejpigegrammevna [“write on or in…lit.”92; “is 
rendered to write over or upon 

{epi}…figuratively…on the gates of the Heavenly 
Jerusalem”

93
; “to write upon, inscribe {epi, upon, 

graphoµ, to write}, is usually rendered by the verb 
to write upon, over, or 

in”
94
] a{ ejstin ta; ojnovmata [“Note here the link 

with the OT community 

{21:12}.”
95
] tw'n dwvdeka fulw'n [“a company of 

people united by kinship or habitation, a clan, 

tribe, is used…of the tribes of Israel”
96
; “At the 

judgment the disciples will play the role assigned 

to the elders, but they will judge the 12 tribes, not 

the Gentiles {Mt. 19:28}. The gates of the new 

Jerusalem will bear the names of the 12 tribes 

{Rev. 21:12}.”
97
] uiJw'n  jIsrahvl). 

 We find that the city also, “had a great and 

high wall,” which as we will discover in vs. 17 

was “seventy-two yards,” or “216 feet high,”
98
 

which is huge by normal standards to be sure, but, 

“not enormous in comparison with the 7,000,000 

feet (1500 miles) height of the city,”
99
 s.v. 16. 

Such walls protecting such a city is largely a 

symbolic thing, besides, there are no enemies! 

 Built into the wall were also, “twelve gates 

(pulw'na"),” which were probably relatively 
“large”

100
 in size, corresponding to the “gate tower 

of a city wall.”
101
 “And at the gates” were “twelve 

angels” which, “also present a picture of great 

security”
102
; “and names were written on them,” 

that is, “apparently on the gates, not on the angels 

stationed beside them.”
103
 These names “are those 

of the twelve tribes of the sons of Israel.” Though 
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the city is perhaps primarily the dwelling place of 

the church, evidently Israel still has a prominent 

place in connection with it as well. 

 What Walvoord says regarding the number 

twelve in relationship to the city is interesting: 

“The number 12 is prominent in the city with 12 

gates and 12 angels (v. 12), 12 tribes of Israel (v. 

12), 12 foundations (v. 14), 12 apostles (v. 14), 12 

pearls (v. 21), 12 kinds of fruit (22:2), with the 

wall 144 cubits—12 times 12 (21:17), and the 

height, width, and length, 12,000 stadia, about 

1,400 miles (v. 16). The city has walls north, 

south, east, and west with three gates on each side 

(v. 13) and with an angel standing guard at each 

gate (v. 12).”
104
 

3. (vs. 13) Symmetrically arranged 

were three gates on each of the city’s four walls: 

“There were three gates on the east and three gates 

on the north and three gates on the south and three 

gates on the west” (ajpo; ajnatolh'" [“primarily a 
rising, as of the sun and stars, corresponds to 

anatelloµ, to make to rise, or, intransitively, to 
arise, which is also used of the sunlight, as well as 

of other objects in nature…Elsewhere it denotes 

the east, as the quarter of the sun’s 

rising”
105
] pulw'ne" [“gate, esp. of the large gate 

at the entrance of temples and palaces…Of the 

gates of the heavenly Jerusalem”
106
; “primarily 

signifies a porch or vestibule…then, the gateway 

or gate tower of a walled town”
107
] trei'" [“Strict 

use”
108
] kai; ajpo; [“To denote the point from 

which someth. begins, in lit. and fig. mng…of 

place from, out from…in the north, in the 

south”
109
] borra' [“the north ajpo; borra' on the 

north”
110
; “primarily Boreas {‘the Greek god of 

the north wind’…‘the north wind 

personified’”
111
}, the North Wind, came to denote 

the north {cp. 

Borealis}”
112
] pulw'ne" trei'" kai; ajpo; novtou [“d
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enotes…the south wind…south, as a 

direction”
113
] pulw'ne" trei'" kai; ajpo; dusmw'n [“

west’ {as the direction of the setting sun}…‘three 

gates on the south and three gates on the west’”
114
; 

“going down, setting {of the sun}, west, in our lit. 

and LXX…in the west”
115
; “the quarter of the 

sun–setting {dusis, a sinking, setting; dunoµ, to 
sink}, hence, the west”

116
] pulw'ne" trei'"). 

 Here we have further specificities 

regarding the gates and their directions, three in 

each wall facing “east (ajnatolh'" ‘primarily a 
rising, as of the sun’

117
),” “north (borra' ‘primarily 

Boreas [“the Greek god of the north wind”]…‘the 

north wind personified’”
118
), the North Wind, 

came to denote the north [cp. Borealis]”
119
),” 

“south (novtou ‘the south wind’120),” and “west 
(dusmw'n ‘a sinking,’121 ‘the quarter of the sun–
setting…hence, the west”

122
).” 

 Concerning what tribes’ names are on 

which gates, Walvoord says, “This is an entirely 

different situation from the earthly Jerusalem in 

the Millennium. But if the names of the gates 

corresponded to the millennial Jerusalem 

described in Ezekiel 48:31-34, the north side from 

east to west would have the gates named Levi, 

Judah, and Reuben. On the west side from north to 

south were Naphtali, Asher, and Gad; on the south 

side from east to west, Simeon, Issachar, and 

Zebulun; and on the east side from north to south, 

Joseph, Benjamin, and Dan. In contrast to 

Revelation 7:5-8, where Dan is omitted and 

Joseph and Manasseh are included, Ezekiel 

mentioned Dan but not Manasseh.”
123
 

 C. The city was also seen in connection 

with the apostles (21:14). 

  1. (vs. 14) Here the names of the 

twelve apostles appear: “And the wall of the city 

had twelve foundation stones, and on them were 
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the twelve names of the twelve apostles of the 

Lamb” (kai; to; tei'co" [“wall, esp. city 

wall”
124
] th'" povlew" [“of the heavenly city, the 

New Jerusalem”
125
] e[cwn [“act. trans…have as 

one’s own, possess…of the whole in relation to its 

parts have, possess…of inanimate things”
126
; “As 

an Indicative…possible”
127
] qemelivou" [“a stone 

used in the construction of a foundation - 

‘foundation stone.’...‘the city’s wall was built on 
twelve foundation stones’”

128
; “lit…foundation 

stone”
129
; “is properly an adjective denoting 

belonging to a foundation {connected with titheµmi, 
to place}. It is used…as a noun, with lithos, a 
stone, understood”

130
; “Found from Homer, the 

adjectival noun ho themeŒlios means ‘basic stone’ 
or ‘foundation’…The house is the house of God; 

there are OT roots for this concept and for the 

related idea of the themeŒlios {cf. Is. 28:16 and 
Rev. 21:14, 19}.”

131
; “The apostles are the 

foundation {Eph. 2:20; Rev. 21:14} because they 

bear witness to Christ’s death and resurrection. 

Among the apostles Peter is the first and chief 

eyewitness.”
132
] dwvdeka kai; ejp! aujtw'n dwvdeka 

ojnovmata [“name, of proper names…gener.”133; 
“The names of the apostles are the foundation 

stones of the new Jerusalem {Rev. 21:14}. Note 

here the link with the OT community 

{21:12}.”
134
] tw'n dwvdeka [“The simple form ‘the 

Twelve’ shows that a special task is at issue rather 

than a special dignity. It occurs almost always 

when the group is tested, when a close relationship 

to Jesus is stressed, or when there is a combination 

of the two, as in Mt. 20:17. Their function, of 

course, is finally a positive one, for in Rev. 21:14 

the foundation stones of the city bear their 

names.”
135
; “is used frequently in the Gospels for 

the twelve Apostles, and in Acts…of the tribes of 
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Israel…in various details relating to the Heavenly 

Jerusalem…The number in general is regarded as 

suggestive of Divine administration.”
136
; “Why he 

chose twelve we are not told, probably because 

there were twelve tribes in Israel. It was a good 

round number at any rate. They were to be princes 

in the new Israel”
137
] ajpostovlwn [“ambassador, 

delegate, messenger…But our lit. uses aj. predom. 
for the apostles, a group of highly honored 

believers, who had a special function. Even 

Judaism had an office known as apostle…From it 

the expr. may have been borrowed to designate 

one esp. commissioned. At first it denoted one 

who proclaimed the gospel, and was not strictly 

limited: Paul freq. calls himself an aj…Then esp. 
of the 12 apostle”

138
] tou' ajrnivou [“sheep, lamb; 

in Rv a designation of Christ”
139
]). 

 In addition to the twelve gates, twelve 

angels, and twelve names, we now have “twelve 

foundation stones (qemelivou"),” the Greek word 
is, “properly an adjective denoting belonging to a 

foundation (connected with titheµmi, to place). It is 
used…as a noun, with lithos, a stone, 
understood.”

140
 

Finally we read, “and on them were the 

twelve names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb.” 

“The apostles are the foundation (Eph. 2:20; Rev. 

21:14) because they bear witness to Christ’s death 

and resurrection.”
141
 Eph. 2:20 reads, “having 

been built upon the foundation of the apostles and 

prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the corner 

stone.” In another sense, Christ Himself is the 

foundation as we know from 1Cor. 3:11, “For no 

man can lay a foundation other than the one which 

is laid, which is Jesus Christ.” So the picture 

varies, but the sense is generally clear, namely, 

that the disciples depend on Jesus. 

All these names appear, both of the tribes 

and the apostles, not merely on the basis of 

justification, but on the basis of faithful living. 
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 It is interesting to read that the apostles 

take precedence over the tribes. In Mt. 19:27, Peter 

asked the Lord, “Behold, we have left everything 

and followed You; what then will there be for us?” 

Then Jesus responded, “Truly I say to you, that 

you who have followed Me, in the regeneration 

when the Son of Man will sit on His glorious 

throne, you also shall sit upon twelve thrones, 

judging the twelve tribes of Israel” (vs. 28). The 

concept of a name written or somehow received is 

common in connection with rewards in the book 

of Rev. (cf. Rev. 2:17; 3:5, 12; 14:1). Where do 

you stand in this connection? 


